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Introduction 

~uri~ 1961, columbia rron rvning Company continuea investigation 
of coal lads held under Option with the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Ccmrpsny, Ltd., 
yerate, British Columbia. Purchase prices under Options A aud B are 
$10,000,000 and $17,OOO,COO respectively. !i%e bulk of the exploration vork 
vas performed on land held under Option,A in order to effect an early 
evaluation of this basic area. 

Organization of the 1961prograa was directed by Arthur A. Still, 
cousultant, Prescott, Arizona, and the project was under his supervision 
until June 9, 1961. After this date, supervision of the project was 
transferred to F'ield Exploration, Columbia Iron Mining Coqsny. Active 

; field work began June I, 1961, and continued throughout the field season, 
tith drilling c0ntirming until May 1, 1962. 

Property Oeacrlption and Cmership 

Detailed descriptions of property are given in the 1960 Progress 
Report. Property outlines are shorn on Maps 6C-403 and 61r160, this report. 

cC~ . 

History, .Developm?nt and Production 

This section is covered in the 1960 Progress Report. 

Geology 

Crovsnest coal basin is a structural basin, approxinately 35 tiles 
long in a north-south direction by 15 miles wide, wherein the coal-bearing 
Kootenay formation of Mesozoic age has been preserved from erosion. Highly- 
deformed older rocks of Paleozoic and Precambrisn ages completely surround 
the basin (see Map 6~-321). 

The Kootellay formation consists largely of shales tith interbedded 
sandstones and coals (up to 10 coal beds). The lkxl. Kootenay sandstone is 
the only continuous sandstone, and is used as a datum for correlation pwoses. 
Other sandstones in the Kootenay formation tend to be lenticular, and have 
limited use in correlation. Tne Easal Elk conglomerate, the base of which 
is mapped as the upper contact of the Kooteuay formation, is in reality 
several lenticular beds. 

The measured thickness of the Kootenay formation vxies from abmt 
1,400 to 2,200 feet in thickness, and averages about 2,000 feet. Coal 
measures crop out continuously along the vest side of the basin, and dip 
eastward from 15 to 80 degrees. This relationship allows aquifers to carry 
gound vater dovn dip, so Crowsnest coal basin is also a gromd%ater basin. 

'Ihe Crowsnest coal basin has been complicated by faulting. The 
most intense fault- occurs along the east side of the basin, and is 
probably related to the Leti! overthrust. Three major structures within 



the basin include: 1) Mchel syncline, at the north end of the basin; 
2) aal Creek basin, east of Fernie and Mwrissey Ridges, and 3) McE~oy 
~pdine, in the southeast, and deepest, part of the basin. 

Physical Work =. 1961 ' ; 

A total of Zj' miles of new rosds were constructed during 1961 to 
provide acces6 to drill sites, adit sites, and sreas to be trenched and 
mapped. 
$950. 

The cost per mile varied from $300 to $3,300, and averaged about 
These roads were a major factor in facilitating the trenching and 

bulk samplingprogram. 

Wenching operations were confined to outcrops along the west side 
of the coal basin, uhere 18 ridges were trenched and sampled, and trenches 
on 13 previously-trenched ridges vere cleaned and sampled. A total of 502 
channeLsamples were taken from 25 of the 31 trenched ridges. 

By employing the use of air equipment::for;mining in 1961, a total of 
24 adits were driven and 28 bulk hmples taken. In addition, 100-15. cb-1 
samples were taken from the f&ce of each completed adit to provide represent- 
ative smplea for microwashIng tests. 

A total of 4,196 feet vas rotary (non-core) drilled in four holes 
by high-pressure air techniques. Rate of penetration for actual drilling 
time was 7.0 feet per hour, but average overall drilling rate was only 2.15 
due to excessive delays. 

companies. 
A total of 7,426 feat was core drilled in six holes by three 

Core recovery in coal and bone averaged 60 percent. 
of progress was 0.81 feet per hour. 

Overall. rate 

Drilling performance and cost summaries are tabulated below. 
Pertinent data on holes drllled are presented in table at end of this Sxauary. 

Summary of Core Drilling, 1961-Z 

Footage Percent of Total 
Contractor Drilled Ft. Drilled Hrs. iJorked 

Core D-rillhg, Inc. 2891 39 36 

L. Whatley 573 8 16' 

Canadian longyear 3962 53 48 - 

!rotFiLs 7426 loo 100 

Total Overall 
Cost Per Pt. F&b. 

$24.59 0.88 

43.80 0.38 

2!22- 0.91 

$33.87 0.81 
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summary of DriLliIlg costs - 1961-2 

Total 
<TypeOf ..mtal Footage Drllllnz Total cost Overall Feet 

Drtl.ling Driued costs* Per Foot Per Hour 

BCln-COIT 

(H-P. Air) 
4,196 _ $m,lT7 W-56 2.15 

core 7,426 $251,551 $33.87 0.81 - 

Total u,622 8421,728 W-29” 1.04 

*mes not include site preparation or road construction and 
malntemnse costs. 

coal Beds 

5iclmess and areal &kat of the coal beds gene- decrease 
upvci-dfmmthe BasalKootenay &ndstone. Coal beds v&y from those that are 
continuous for several miles to small lenses of local extent. In general, 
coal is crushed and friable in the lower beds, which have been subjected 
to the most deformation. Mxt beds contain high-ash, particularly where 
coalhas been crushed and intinatelynixedwith partings. 

Petrographic and chemical analyses show that the Cropco coals are 
nedium- and low-volatile bituminous in IYL& (18 to 31percent volatile natter). 
mere is 8 range in volatile matter content of qpromtely 10 percentage 
points from the base (lowest V.&L) to the top of the cosJ me-es. There 

dovn 
percoltage points+. 

Fkw coal is generally high in ash and low in~sulfur contents. Ash 
in adit samples averaged approximetely 23 percent on Morrissey Ridge and 
24percentonlkrnle Ridge. mst sulfur values range between 0.3 and 0.6 
-percent. 

Csrbo~tion tests show that the ssmples from the lover beds in 
'Option A sre weakly- to non-coking. Evidence Indicates that oxidation as 
it affects coking properties is related to degree of defomtion, and does 
not coafo-m to the level of the water table In the coal beds. 'Ihe number 
of beds affected by deep oxMk&m varies from south to north Fn the coal 
basin. Gn Mrrissey Ridge lower beds M-l through M-4 have been oxidized; 
on Fernie Ridge oxidation extends as high in the section as bed FE-~, yet 
none ok? the beds appear to be oxidized at the north end of Sparwood RLage 
(Option B). 

MicrowashFng data from adit channel saarples provided the basis for 
selecting bulk samples ,Por washkg, with cutoffs of 70 percent minicu~~ yield 
and 10 percent maximum ash established as guides. Based on these criteria, 
14 of 28 bulk ~semples were washed at specific gravity 1.55. OII mrrissey 
Hedge only two beds, M-5 sad M-g, sad M Fernie Ridge only one bed, FE-%!,, 
consistently washed to specifications. !bo samples from the Balmer Mine 
(Option B) washed to just under 10 percmt ash, with good yielr?s. Refer 
to Tables XI and XII. 
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Waqhed coals producing the strongest cokes vere taken from beds M-9 
and. M-10, and coke strengths were good Fn blends using up to 30 percent 
CorbFn, U&Lie, and YellFngton coals. Washed coal yield of bed M-l0 is low 
at outcrop, but quality improves dovn dip. Coals from beds M-5 and M-6, 
arid from the Palmer Mine, produced fairly strong cokes, but. coking pressures 
were excessive. Toe only seqle from Fernie Ridge that coked was taken from 
bed FE-B. B& FE-p, not sampled, was mined for cokZng coal on the south end 
of Fernie Ridge (Elk River &XLiery). The remaining samples were poorly- or 
Ron-coking coeJ§. Coals exertting excessive coking pressures vill require 
blend- vith non-coking or high-volatile coals. 

Estimated Reserves 

Estimated reserves presented herein are of a lower magnTtude than 
any of several previous estLnWes. Reserves were estimated only for coal 
beds knoxn to contain good coking coals in Option A; namely, beds FE-B, 
m-9, M-10, M-p, aad M-5. Other beds that coked were either too dirty to 
wash to speci.ficatioILs or were too limited in areal extent. 

It is estimated that property under Option A along Feroie and 
Exrissey Ridges contains a total of 142 milLion tons of raw recoverable 
cokFng coal, or Ii.3 million tons of washed coking coal, under 2,500 feet 
of cover (see Table XIII). !tSe grade and reserves, by bed and block,- 
summarized below. 

Bed - 

FE-B 

m-9 

M-10. 

M-9 

K-9 

u-5. 

Estimated Reserves of Coking Coal, Option A 

Washed* Coal, $ Reserves in lEll.ions of met Tons 
O-1500 Ft. of Cover 0-2500 Ft. of Cover 

Block VM Ash Yield Recvverable Washed Recoverable Washed - -- 

Fernie Ridge 30.4 5-8 Tj' 13.7 10.6 24.9 lg.2 

J'ernie Ridge 32.1* l2.2* 80, 15.4 12.4 29.4 23.5 

brrissey 
Ridge 2l.4* 16.5* 75” 3.4 2.5 31.7 23.8 

Ebrrissey 
Iii&z 24.8 6.0 85 :. 8.8 7.5 37.4 31.8 

l42rrissey 
creek 16.8* ti.2* 75" 2.0 1.5 .7.5 5.6 

MXTi6Sey 
Rid~ge & 
Creek 19-7 7.2 2~. z 4.8 10.8 - - s 

r 

‘, 

Average & Totals 80 49.0 39.3 141.7 l13.1 

*Asterisk indicates rax coal analyses and assumed washing 
yield where washing data are xxot avaiiable on controlling 
samples. 

Note: Recoverable raw coal cowted on basic of 50 percent of in- 
place total, or 900 net tons per acre-foot. 
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Mining Considerations 

Approxtitely 30 percent of estimated coking coal reserves under 
1500 and 2500 feet of cover, respectively, occurs in beds which dip between 
15 and 30 degrees. This pitch is too steep to maneuver heavy mining 
equipment and too flat to move coal by mavity. Percentage distributions 
of reserves by dip and cover intervals are shown below: 

Dip Interval, De&es 

0 to 15 

15 to 30 

Percent of Reserves in 
Depth of Cover Interval 

O-1500 Feet O-2500 Feet 

18 49 

31 30 

30 to 60 
Total 

Total Recoverable Coal, 
Millions N. T. 

iz? 21 
100 

49 142 

Tight folding which occurs along the outcrop near the basal part 
of the Kootenay formation may present difficult mining problems in lower 
coal beds, and may also occur down dip frm outcrops. Upper beds have not 
been affected. 

Mining personnel of Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company state that 
bumps snd bursts becom serious when cover exceeds.l,5OC feet. Approximately 
two-thirds of estimated potential reserves in Option A have cover razging 
between 1500 and 2500 feet. 

Roof and floor conditions of most coal beds are considered poor, 
but there is general tiprovement from lower to upper coal beds. In places, 
coal is overlain by firm shale, sandstone, or conglcmerate and roof conditions 
sre rated good. 

Holes billed back from the edge of the basin encountered water 
with natural gas drive, and mining operations extending below surface water 
drainage will require pmping. Natural gas does not OCCIE in amounts 
excessive fwr mining, but ventilation will be an inportant consideration 
in mine planning. 

There is a large reserve of coal, mostly non-coking, in outcropping 
beds along Morrissey and Fernle Ridges'. Auger and hydraulic mining sre 
currently under investigation to determine if such coals can be economically 
exploited. Dims are adverse for auger ninirgl, however. 



Hole Interval'Foot~age 
NO. From 1' 1t1 -- Ooa 

N-1 1934s 2507 573 

BC-2 0 2202 2202 

BC-3, 0 1762 1762 

BC-3 1762 2450 688 

BC-4 :Q 1404 1404 

BC-5 0 9'L5 945 

BC-5 945 1601 656 

EC-6 0 1776 1776 

BC-7 0 a0 80 9-718 

BC-7 0 
1525 itf% 

Footage Redrilled 11 

6-l/4" 

6-3/4." 

6-314" 

1961-62 CROIXO DRILLING SUMMARY 

Coring 
(Core Taken) 

Type of 
Drilling 

2" 

2-118" 

2" 

i-9/16" 

l-25/32" 

i-9/16" 

Wireline 

NX Conventlal 

High Pressure 
Air & Rotary 

Wireline & 
Convential 

High Pressure 
Air & Rotary 

do. 

RX Wireline 

Inclusive 
Dates Rig 

8-3 to lo-13 Mayhew 200 

6-5 to 8-31 Sullivan 200 

7-28 to 8-25 Ideco,M25D 

g-7 to 10-23 SUUVEU~ 200 

8-26 to g-30 Ideco ~250 

10-2 to lo-18 do. 

j-8-$2 to Longyear 44 

Contractor on Hole 

L. Whatley 

Core Drilling, Inc. 

~ChuPPWell Service, 
Ltd. 

Core Drilling, Inc. 

ChuPP Well Service, 
Ltd. 

Canadian Longyear, 
[Oversize O.D.) 5-l-62 Skid Mount Ltd. 

NX Wireline 10-5 to 12-16 Longyear 44 do. 
Series 10 Skid Mount 

Surface lo-19 to 10-29 Ideco M25D Chupp well Service, 
Ltd. 

NX Wirellne 11-13-61 to 
(Oversize O.D.) 3-7-62 

Longyear 44 Canadian Longyear, 
Skid Mount Ltd. 

Total Footage 
Drilled 

11,622 

* Role DC-1 was drilled to depth of 1934 feet by Royles Brothers Drilling Company, Ltd. 
in 1960. 



PROGRESS RBPORT 
CROFCO PROJECT, 1961 

INTRODU~ON 

Purpose and Scope of Investigation i 

See 1960 Progress Report. 

Previous Work 

See 19960 Progress Report. 

1961 ROE-em 

i Organization of the 1961 program was directed by Arthur R. Still, of 

Still & Still, Consulting Mining Engineers & Geologists, Prescott, Arizona. 

Mr. Still selected or approved all temporary personnel employed for the 1961 

field season and directed the project until June 9, 1961. During the remainder 

"~ of the year, the project vas under the supervision of Field Exploration, Colmbia 
\ 

Iron Mining Company. 

Personnel started to srrive on the project during the latter part of 

May, but because of snow conditions active field work was delayed until June 1. 

Field crews were kept at full strength until September, when many of the temporary 

personnel terminated to return to school. Field work on .a limited basis was ex- 

tended into the. late fall; trenching was terminated October 1, geologic mapping 

October 24, mining of bulk smples November 8,'and diamond drilling was suspended 

December 16. Drilling operations on one rig were resumed early in January 1962, 

and were terminated May 1, 1962. Results of the 1962 drilling are included in 

this report. 

At full strength, personnel on the project reached a total of 55, as 

follows: three geologists from Field Exploration, 13 geologists employed on a 
,c 

terqorary status, 9 miners for adit work, and 30 men for trenchiti operations. 

Where practical, access roads were constructed for mining and trenching 

operations, but base camps were es tablished for trenching crew in some of the 
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remote areas. A total of fifteen &-wheel-drive vehicles (10 purchased and 5 

'leased) were used to transport field personnel on their respdctive assignments. 

A G2 helicopter, under contract from July 11 to September 9, was used to transport 

mapping parties to and from remote parts of the coal basin. 

According to the "Investigation end Option Ameenzent" Columbia Iron 

Mining Company may exercise one of two alternatives, described as Option A 

and Option B. Option A essentially excludes the area surrounding the Michel 

Colliery, whereas Option B includes all the mining properties and assets of the 

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company. The difference of $7,OCO,OOO in the purchase 

price of these two options was the major factor in concentrating field efforts 

to date on properties held under Option A. 

Geologists were assigned to map specific areas, and each mapping 

party prepared a mitten field report covering their area or ass&rent before 

leaving the project. These reports are listed, by writer, under references, and 

they are on file in the Field Exploration office. These field reports were 

ccnsulted during the preparation of the progress report, and mxh of the geologic 
. 

interpretation w& taken from them. 

M. D. Okerlund, Exploration Geoiogist, directed the writing and compilation 

of this pro@?ess report. 

Location and Climate 

See 19960 Progress Report. 

Accessibility 

Due to re-routing of traffic, made possible by ballast work on 

existing road beds, the rail distance from Fernie to Vancower has been reduced 

from 712 miles to 672 miles. The distance ~Yom Vancouver to Pittsburg, California 

by water, is 854 ocean miles. 



F'ROPEXTYDESCRIPITONAND OWNERSHIP 

c Investigation end ODtion Apreement 

The "Investigation and Option Agreement" held by Columbia Iron Mining 

Company consists of two parts, Option A end Option B. Under Option A, the oper- 

atingminesat Michel, all coal beds south of Michel Creek and north of the option 

~boundary, and various coal beds and stripping rights north of Michel Creek are 

excluded. Option B includes all the "Mining Properties and Assets" of the 

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Ltd. Purchase prices under these options are 

! 
$1O,ooO,OOO and $17,000,000, respectively, provided that a ninimuzn of $5OO,WC 

is, expended during the investigation. This minimum figure was exceeded during 

the 1961 field season. The four-year option terminates on May 1, 1964. The 

areas covered by each option ere shown on geologic map 6L-160. 

Property Description 
P 
. For detailed descriptions of properties, refer to the 1960 Progress 

. 
Report. Outlines of properties are sham on Map 6c-403, this report. 
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HLSMRY, DIWEILOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 

The only change since the 1.960 Progress Report was written, is 

production for the past year, so the reader is again referred to that report. 

Coal produced by Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Ltd.,in 1961 totaled 792,O5O 

net tons. Of this, 713,059 tons came from underground mining and 78,991 tons 

from strip operations. 
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GEOLOGY 

&ULT~~ Discussion 

The Crowsnest coal basin is a structural basin wherein the coal- 

bearing Kootenay formation and other rocks of Mesozoic age have be& preserved 

from erosion. Older rocks of Paleozoic and Precambrian ages, which have been 

extensively folded and faulted, completely surround the basin (see Map &l-321). 

Ihe Kootenay formation is not so extensively deformed because the Fernie shale, 

which lies between the Kootenay formation and the Paleozoic sediments, has 

/ absorbed some of the stresses that caused the deformation of the older rocks. 

There are places, in particular the east side of the basin, where the under- 

lying structures cut across the Fernie shale and into the Kootenay formatLo% 

and the Kootenay formation is in fault contact with Paleozoic sediments. 

r . 

The investigation, to date, has been limited to the Crowsnest coal 

besin because of access and the relative abundance of coal beds in the basin. 

There is, however, an occurrence of the Kootenay formation north of the Crowsnest 

coal field, a psi-t of which is included under the "Investigation and Option 

Agreement." This area lies east of Elk River about 20 miles north of Michel. 

There is no uniformity or agreemeat on the limits and formation rimes 

of the sedimentary rocks pverlying the Kootenay formation. Mc=oy (1900) 

applied the term "Elk Conglomerates" to a sequence of conglomrates, sandstones, 

and shales which overlies the coal measwes. In 1933, MacKay proposed that 

McEvoy's "Elk Conglomerates" be included as part of the Blairmore formation, but 

Newsarch (1953) disagrees with this nomenclature on the basis of Kootenay flora 

occurring in the "Elk Conglozerates" arid suggests the term "Elk formation" 

for a "thickness of approximately 1,700 feet of dark shales, sandstones, and 
:'- 
Lo hard cliff-forming conglomerates, which 'overlies the Kootenay coal measures in 

_ 
the Fernie area". Newnarch states that the upper part of the Kootenay formation 

grades into the Elk formation, but he arbitrarily places~the contact at the base 
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of a coarse conglomerate which overlies the "B" coal seam, -so that all the 
'<- 
', known commercial coal seems are contained within the (Kootenay) formation". 

Rather than relying on any one of the proposals stated above, it was 

decided for ease of mapping to make the formation breaks on the basis of 

lithology. On the west side of the basin, where the rocks are well exposed, a 

sequence of shales, sandstones (in places conglomeratic), and coal beds under- 

lies a sequence of sandstones, chert-pebble conglomerates, and shales. !Be 

upper rocks crop out as massive ledges in marked relief with the more subdued 

i 
topography of the underlying rocks. This rather abrupt change, from a ratio 

of predominately fine-grained elastic sediments, containing abundant carbon- 

aceous material to coarse-grained elastic sediments, containing relatively 

little carbonaceous material, was found throughout the basin, and was mapped 

as the contact between the Kootenay and Elk formations. 
r i.. Because of the limited time available, the large area being mapped, 

and the relative unimportance to the economic study of the coal deposits, the 

Elk aud overlying Blairmore formations were mapped as olie unit., !?he basal 

conglomerate of the Elk formation end the basal sandstone of the Kootenay fomation, 

a blanket-type sandstone found throughou t the coal basin and locally referred to 

as the Baskoo sandstone, served as excellent marker horizons and were napped as 

individual units. 

!Co standardize and correlate data between the different sreas, a 

set of "Suggested Field Procedures for Mapping Coal Deposits" (included in 

Appendix) was given to each geologist and a one-week indoctrination course uas 

conducted for all geologists at the beginning of the field season to femilierize 

them with the geology cod physical features of the basin. 

c Mapping was done on aeriai photograph contact prints (1:24,00G) au5 

the geology was transferred in the field office to topographic base maps of 

the sem scale with a Kail Plotter. Sections were measured along the crests of 
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Figwe I. 

Aerial view of Morrissey Ridge, looking northerly. San&tone 
and conglmerate beds of the Elk formation (Ke) form the steep slope6 

of the upper part of the ridge. The Kootenay (coal-bearing) fsrmtion 
(IQ) underLies the Elk end occupies the centrel portion of tile ridge- 
The Fernie (shale) formation (Jf) forms the brush-covered slopes under 
the Kootenzy. 



31 small transverse ridges on the west side of the basin, and trenches were 

c dug into the coal beds. Geologists measured and described the rocks, with 

emphasis being placed on coal, of the entire Kootenay formation and Into 

that part of the overlying Elk formation that contains coal beds of significant 

thickness. 

Stratigraphy 

Sedimentary rocks in the area range in age from Paleozoic to Quaternary 

; 

and exe mapped in six units as follows: 1) ,Paleozoic rocks (undifferentiated), 

2) Fernie Group and Spray River formation (undifferentiated), 3) basal Kootenay 

sandstone, 4) the coal-bearing Kootenay formation, 5) basal Elk conglomerate, 

and 6) the Elk and Blairmore fomaations, which also contain some coal. A 

generalized section of strata for Crowsnest Coal basin is shown in Table I. 

f 
i.., 

Age 

Mesozoic 

TABLE1 

GENEPALI!?EDSECTI~NOFSTRATA 
CFiOVSNEST COAL BASIN 

Thickness 
System Formation (Feet) 

I I 
Blairmore 7,000 

I Kootenay 1,&o- 
2,200 

1 

Descrintion and Remarks 

Conglomerate, sandstone, and ~ 
vsri-colored shale; from 
a distance has the appearance 
of "red beds". 

Chert-pebble conglomerate, 
sandstone, shale, and some 
coal beds; conglomerate and 
sandstone beds form ledges. 

Sandstone, shale, csrbonaceous 
shale, and coal beds; most 
sandstones are lenticular, but 
basal sandstone (Baskoo) occurs 
throughout coal basin. 

Grey to black calcareous 
shale with some sandy beds; 
spherical concretions occur 
near top. 
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Table (con!t) 

Thickness 
Al+-? System Formation (Feet) Description and Remrks 

Sprsy River 1,700 Shaley quartzite, sandy shale, 
Triassic 

(Disconformity) 
and argillaceous dolomite. 

Paleozoic Undifferentiated ? Calcareous and arenaceous 
sediments; surround Crcxsnest _ 

. coal basin. d 

Paleozoic 

Rocks of Paleozoic age completely surround the Crowsnest coal basin, 

,, but they have relatively no significance in the'evaluation of the coal deposits 

within the basin. No attempt was made, therefore, to describe the Paleozoic 

rocks, and they are mapped only in those areas where they are close to the 

Kootenay form&ion. They consist essentially of calcareous ma sreneceoui 

F- sediments that generally stand out in bold relief, as compared to the softer 
%.. 

formations of lower Mesozoic age. 

Triassic-Jurassic 

Spray River and Fernie Formations - Nexaarch, (1953) describes the 

Spray River form&ion as "an assemblage of shaly quartzites, thin-bedded sandy 

shales, and argillaceous dolomites". According to Telfer (1933), the formation 

is 1,700 feetthick near Fernie, where it is composed of shale and dolomitic 

limestone. It is reported to have an erosional unconformity at the base and 

a regional disconformity with the overlying Fernie formation. 

The Fernie formation consists of grey to black calcareous sheles irith 

soni! resistant sandy beds. Spherical concretions, averaging about one inch 

in diemeter, occur in the upper 200 feet of the fo-x&ion. The shale typically 

!F 
weathers to a uniformly light brown soil. Although the formation is contorted 

k and the base is not exposed in the Fernie srea, it is estimated to be in the 

order of 3,COC feet thick (Revmarch). An eastward thinning of the formation 

OCCUI'S, with the thickness of the east side of the &sin being only 9% feet. 



Road Construction 

Roads to holes BC-1 and E-2 were constructed during 1960, but in 

order to move drilling rigs on these sites early in the 1961 season, snm had 

to be removed and the roads repaFred during the latter part of May. Two roaas 

were constructed on Fernie Ridge, and several old logging roads were repaired 

on Homer Ridge to provide early access to the Kootenay formation for trecching 

and geological crews. Most of the other road construction was delayed until 

later in the season, when the ground had dried out. 

All adits driven in 1961 were made accessible by roads. The Basal 

Kootenay sandstone was crossed on Fernie ridge E-10, and an access road was 

extended to the tap of the Kootenay formation. On Morrissey Ridge, access roads 

were extended southwe-d frm ridge M-18 to ridge M-20, and northward from ridge 

M-9 to ridge M-4. Roads were built to adit 13 on the north side of Coal Creek, 

and to adits 17 and 18 on the south side of Coal Creek. A road was also built 

to the base of the Kootenay formation on Sparwood Ridge for the purpose of 

sampling the basal coal bed in 1962. 

Roads constructed to proposed drill sites include the site north of 

Coal Creek and west of hole BC-3, the road along Marten Creek, and two drill 

sites on Mt. Baldy. 

A total of about $26,000 was expended for the construction of about 

27 miles of new roads for an average cost per mile of $950. The cost per mile 

ranged from $300 for roads constructed in the Fernie formation to $3,300 f~or the 

access road to hole BC-6, where considerable rock work was required. In addition 

to the cost of new roads, about $20,000 was expended for plowing snow, repairing 

roads , prepzing drill sites, and moirlng snd servicing drilling equipment. 

m 

Trenching operations, as described in the 1960 Progress Report, vere 
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continued during 1961. A total of 30 men were employed for this vork, but 

some of the xcen were transferred to work with geologists, and a two-man party 

was assigned to sample coal beds in the trenches. One foremen uas In charge of 

all trenching operations, and crews were made up of four to six Icen with a "lead 

trencher" in charge of each crew. 

Trenching was confined to outcrops along the west side of the coal 

basin, vhere 17 ridges were trenched and the trenches on 13 ridges, previously 

trenched in 1960, were cleaned for sampling. One ridge, FL-7, was trenched by 

the pipeline crew during the laying of the Alberta Natural Gas I;ipeline. After 

the trenches were dug and cleaned, geologists measured and described the rocks 

on each ridge, including the trenches. II'he trenches exposed the coal beds for 

detailed measurements to the nearest 0.1 foot. Geologists msrked sample breaks 

in the trenches for coal beds heving a thiclmess of 5.0 feet or more, aud channel 

samples were taken by one ssxpling crew which was trained by a geologist. The 

maximum for any one sample was ltited to a lo-foot bench thickness. Rock psrt- 

ings up to 0.5 feet thick were included in the channel smple, and partings over 

0.5 feet were excluded. A total of 502 channel samples were taken from 25 of 

the 31 trenched ridges. 

The measured section for each ridge was plotted on a scale of 1 inch 
I,~~~ 

to 100 feet, and the detail of the coal beds on a scale of 1 inch to 10 ft. (see 

Maps 6M-422 through 452). These sections served as control points for the 

correlation diagrams, Maps 6L-161, 162, and 166. 

Mining end TXtk Sam@ing 

Mining and bulk sampling was accelerated over 1960. A total of 21 

four-ton end 7 two-ton semples were taken from 24 adits. A g-man crew was used 

both years, but in 1961 air compressors, a?.r drills, and air picks were 

made available to the miners. During l$O, all ainicg vas done by hand tools, 

but roads were built to all adit sites driven in 1961 so that machinery could 
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be used in the adits. This increased the rate of driving the adits from 0.8 
1 

to 2.0 feet per man shift. The cost, per foot dropped from $22.44 ;o $17.71, and 

the cost of air drilling equi.?ment was completely written off during 1961. 

The practice of taking a channel sample every 10 feet of advance to 

check the volatile matter content and coking index was continued. This inform- 1 

ation served as a guide to determine when fresh (unweathered) coal was encountered, 

.and this was generally found about 50 feet in from the outcrop. 

In addition to the bulk samples, channel samples (loo-pound) were 

taken from the face at the end of each adit. In the thicker beds, these samples 

were taken on benches, based on the lithology of the coal bed, with a composite 

for the entire bed (see adit drawings). The purpose of these samples was to 

provide a representative sample for microwashing tests. Selection of bulk 

samples to be washed was based on the micrarashing results. 

With the exception of edit i3, which is in the "B" bed on the north 

side of Coal Creek, the locations of the adits are shown on the correlation 

diagrams (see Maps 6L-161 and 162). 

The goal of the 196.1. sampling program was to obtain a bulk sample, 

from each coal bed of minable thickness at two locations on Morrissey Ridge 

(sqles were obtained from the beds of tinable thickness of ridges M-9 and M-10 

during l$O), and at one location on Fernie Ridge. This go21 was not completely 

realized before nining operations were curtailed because of inclement veather, 

but roads were constructed to all locations selected for sampling. 

Mining and bulk sampling data for 1961 are tabulated in Table II. 

Project Costs 

The Type B expenditures for t~he Cropco Project are shukn by year and 

expense classification in Table III. The costs for 1960 and 1gQ sre official 

costs obtained from the Accounting Department in San F'rancisco, vheress the 

costs for 1962 are taken from cu_rrent project records, and are subject to correct- 
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Ion and refinement. 

CO& 
No. 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

Expense Classification 

General Administration 

Property Acquisition 

Equipment 

Inventory 

Surveying and Geology 

Construction 

Drilling 

Underground Workings 

Special Services 

Miscellaneous 

Totals 

Table III 
Project Costs 

v&J B 

$ 30,716 $ 21,159 

0 0 

18,035 23,830 

2,118 30 

35,859 75,055 

7,257 45,226 

61,532 347,705 

19,963 29,708 

9,850 33,413 

6,799 16,163 

$192,=9 $592,289 

1962+ 

$ 0 

0 

0 

0 

7,125 

3,782 

86,479 

1,007 

297 

950 

$99,640 

*Estimated costs - subject to revision. 

Above costs do not include $68,000 for 1961-62 ~zl;rtical 

Non-Core Air Drilling 

Total 

$ 51,875 

0 

41,865 

2,148 

118,039 

56,265 

495,716 

50,678 

43,560 

23,912 

$884,058 
C&C ,--', , 
-~--~ ,. 

.;--, 
- 

work. 

In 1960, Boyles &OS. Drilling (Alberta) Ltd. was amrded the 

drilling contract at Cropco, end drilled a total of 1931; feet in hole IX-1 

over a period of three months. Much of the difficulty experiexed in this 

hole was attributed to the extreme hardness of conglomerates enccuntered ir, the 

Elk Formation and to the occurrence of artesian water. In planning the drilling 

program for 1961, it was decided to use air-rotary-percussion (non-core) drilling 

to penetrate the hard conglmerates overlying the coal measures. Tnis action 

-gas deemed advisable in order to r;Like ur, for the small amount of drilling in 1360, 

and to obtain drill hcle data critically needed to evaluate down-dip 2*eas behind 

the outcrops. Completion of the holes was then to be accomplished -.-ith rigs 
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employing dismond coring procedures. 

cm July 30, 1961, equipneat for air rotary drilling had been mobilized 

from Canada and the United States to Femie, B. C., preparatory to drilling. 

The p1a.u called for using a slim-hole (oil field type) rig and high pressure air 

to activate a Mission dam-the-hole rotary-percussion hsmmer adapted for tri-cone 

bits. It was believed that the we of this type of equipsent, although expensive, 

would be justified because of high penetration rates. Contractor for the air 

drilling was Core Drilling Incorporated, Denver, Colorado. 

The operating procedure was to start a hole with a large size bit, 

12-l/2 to X-3/4 inches, drill to approximately 30 feet, and case with 25 feet 

of 10-3/b inch casing. A 6-314" dimeter hamer and 9-7/a" to 9" hard-formation 

tri-cone bits would then be used to a depth of at least 400 feet, driven by two 

Joy 750 cfm compressors and one Joy 2000 cfm booster. This hole was cased with 

7" to 7-5/8" dimeter casing. Water intersected in each of the holes at 400- 

foot depths varied from 20 to 60 g-pm, but was successfully sealed after casing. 

A 5-l/4" dizneter h--r and 6-3/4 to 6-l/4" hard-formtior. tri-cone 

bits were then used, aad the hole would be drilled as deep as possible, employing 

the two compressors and one booster. Roles BC-3, Be-4 and BC-5 were air-drilled 

to 1767, i4Oti and 945 feet depths, respectively. Hole BC-7 was stccpd at a 

depth of 80 feet, after nmrous difficulties. The three deep holes were stopped 

because of coal caving and sticking the tools in the hole. The holes were then 

cleaned out with heavy mud and 4-l/2" casing would be set to accommodate sub- 

sequent core drilling operations. 

The coal beds that were drilled were sampled by diverting the afr-water 

cuttings from the blow pipe into a large dizeter pipe 35 feet long. This large 

?iFe would succeed in slowing the Y.. *laity of the airrtrean and permit coal 

cuttings to drop out and collect in the pipe. Sufficient data were not gathered 

to compsz'e the accuracy Gf reSUlt5 of air saza>les versus core sa!@es. 
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Drilling equipment mobilized for air drilling consisted of: one Ideco 

M-25-D drill rig with a 65-foot mast; 60-bbl. mud tank, 6-l/2" x 12" mud pump; 

3080 ft. of 2-7/8” IF range 1 drill pipe; 90 ft. of 4-3/4” x 2-l/2" drill collars, 

and accompanying hand tools. This drilling equipment, including the operating 

crews and tool pusher, was leased by Core Drilling, Incorporated, from Chupp 

Well Service, Ltd., Red Deer, Alberta. Charges for the equipment and personnel 

amounted to $30 per hour*for operating and $25 per hour for moving and standby 

time. The costs of bits, mud, lost circulation materials, fuel, casing and other 

materials used, including fishing tool rentals, were invoiced to CIM at contractor's 

cost. 

Compressed air equipment used consisted of: two Joy Tornado 750 cfm- 

265 psi compressors; one Joy two-stage Tornado, 1500 psi booster; an injection 

pump and tank; Mission air hammers, 5-l/4" (300-600 cfn) and 6-3/t" (325-1300 0); 

and service crew of two. Prices for the above air equipment and services were 

as follcws: 

Compressors and booster - $5O/day and $6.50/k-. while operating, for each unit 
!&o-man Crew - $l20/day while operating and $pO/day for standby 
Injection pump & tank - $25/day ;rhile operating and $lO/day standby 
Mission Hammerdrill - $75/day fixed charges plus $lO/hr. while operating 
Drill pipe float - $25/day for first day and $3/day for subsequent days 

Charges for fuel, @-ease, moving from hole to hole, injection of soap, and other 

items were separate from above charges and were billed at contractor's cost. 

Performance . . 

Ron July 30 to October 29, 1961, four holes vere drilled 3y air, 

aggregating 4196 feet of hole. Penetration rates through the conglomerates, 

sandstones and shales were quite satisfactory considering the large volume of 
b 

water being made in the holes es they were drilled (see Maps 6C-544A, 545, and 

546A). The number of feet drilled per hour of drilling for the four holes 

averaged over seven feet. Drilling through the coal beds vith the air harmer 
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tool Tjrogressed rapidly, but the coal beds generally caved within a fev feet 

of'advsnce below the bed, requiring changes in drilling techniques. The hole 

would then have to be cleaned out with mud, remed, and casing set. 

A breakdam of the hours for each of the holes is sham in Table ICY. 

The average overall drilling rate was 2:X feet per hour for the four holes, 

which is quite slow for the size and amount of equipment mobilized for the job. 

This was due basically to fpur reasons: (1) inexperience of the crew in aif 

drilling techniques; (2) the drilling rig used was not ideally adapted for air 

drilling; (3) the coal beds are severely eroded by this method of drilling and 

present caving problems; and (4) large volumes of water encountered. 

Inexperience in air drilling accounted for excessive amounts of fish:ng 

and reaming time (18.8 percent of total time). Bits were left on too long, or 

too much weight and/or air pressure was used on the hammer, knocking off the cones 

from the bits or resulting in excessive loss of gauge. Fishing was necessitated 

for lost cones end bearings, and re&ng was required vhere the gauge of the hole 

was lost. The type of rig used was not readily ad&able to air drilling, for 

it had just come off work-over and service jobs in the cil fields and had not 
* 

been used for drilling. The rotary,table proved to be too small to allow a 

rotatinghead (part of a blow-out preventor) to pass through so that the kelly 

and larger bits had to be broken belcw the table without benefit of using bresko-at 

tongs. These factors contributed to excessive amounts of time in setting "3, 

tesrir?? down and in trip,tIme. 

- 
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Table IV 
Perfo-mmce 

Non-Core Air Drilling 

Totals 1 4196 

k of Hr.?.. Work 

F :: 
2 
203 
218 
111 
22 

554 

28.4 

g 
89 

~26 

3: 
!59 

-3-3 

-78 

1.1 

;w 

1 

orket 

47 193 

-t- 2.4 9.9 3.9 

costs 

Total cost of ati rotary drilling was $170,176.90, in drilling four 

holes and a total footage of 4196 feet. The overall average cost per foot was 

$40.56. A breakdown of the cost for each hole is shown in Table 'V; 

For reasons given in the preceeding section on performce, air rotary 

drilling did not prove to be an ecorxmic way of drilling at Cropco. The 

penetration rate per hour of actual drilling vith air in 1961 was 3s tims 

greater (7.0 vs 2.1 ft./hour) than that attained in 1960, but large operating 

delays xith attendant high standby costs on equiprrent resulted in unfavorable 

unit costs. 'IYE overall drilling rate for non-core drilling in 1961 k-as 2.1 feet 

per hour, compared to 1.3 feet in 1960 for the one hole drilled (both non-coring 

and cming)# 



Table V 
Costs of Non-core Air Drilling 
(Total Costs and Cost per Foot) 

Air Equipment 
Hole Footage and Drill Rig 
No, Drilled Servicing and Crew 

'BC-3 1767 $17,260.30 $1.8,326.25 

BC-4 1404 21,447.85 24,760.oo 

BC-5 945 3.0,516.18 12,423.75 

DC-7 -80 2,591.19 '+,225.00 

Total 4196 $51,815.52 $59,735.00 

. 

Mud Fishing cost 
Cement and Per 

Bits Fuel Casing Circulation Moving Other Total Foot 

$10,104.43 $2,803.68 $4,406.14 $ 255.00 $2,000.00 $i,696.00 $ 56,851.80 $ 32.17 

10,603.00 3,600.~~ 4,672.48 1,558.50 1,125.oo 3,084.65 70,851.48 50.46 

3,200.oo 400.00 592.50 720.00 1,300.oo 175.00 29,327.f+3 31.03 

564.00 400.00 120.00 105.00 645.00 4,496.~~~ 13,146.ig 164.3~ 

$24,471.43 $7,203.68 $g,791.12 $2,638.50 $5,070.00 $g,451.65 $170,176.90 $ 40.56 

Cost Per Foot 12.35 14'.24' 5.83 1.72 2.33 0.63 1.21 2.25 40.56 xxxw 



Core Drlllinq 

Distribution of diamond drilling specificatiocs and invitations to 

bid were extended to nine drilling contractors in April 1961. Bids were 

received from only two companies, Core Drilling Inc., and Boyles Bros. Drilling 

(Alberta) Ltd., for the coring work. Proposals were made later by three 

companies for non-core drilling equiwnt. 

Core Drilling Inc. Denver, Colorado, the s*xcessful bidder, moved 

a Sullivan 200 truck-mounted rotary rig onto location June 2, 1961, and 

started drilling hole BC-2 three days later. ~-rations by Core Drilling Inc., 

continued 24 hours per day, 7 days per week until released on October 29, 1961. 

During this period, a total of 2891.4 feet of hole was .cored by the Sullivan 

rig (2201.5 feet from surface in hole BC-2; 687.9 feet from 1762.5 feet to 

2450.4 feet in hole E-3; and 2.0 feet in hole K-5). The reason for release 

was lack of satisfactory progress. 

After many delays, Core Drilling ET., provided the second of tUo 

rigs for coring work on Auggt 3, 1961. A Mayhew 2000 rotary rig owned by 

Leon Whatley, Grand Ju&tion, Colorado, was moved onto hole BC-1, under sub- 

contract to Core Drilling Inc. Until released on October 13, 1961, Whatley 

cored hole BC-1 from 1934.5 to 2507 feet, a total of 572.5 feet. Reason for 

release was lack of satisfactory progress. 

In order to meet proposed 1961 drilling objectives, a contract was 

made with Canadian Longyear, Ltd., of North Bay, Ontario, to pra-ide conventional 

diamonddrillsemploying vira-line coring techniques. Longyear commenced setting- 

up a skid-mounted Longyez- 44 drilling rig -which had been released from the 

Smoky coal project, Alberta, at site BC-6 on October 5, 1961, and tiilling was 

begun on October 13. A second (Kerew) Longyear 44 rig vas mobilized and moved 

onto location at hole Be-7 on Xcmexher 13. Rigs an< site installations vere 

winterized for severe cold-weather operations. 
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By December 16, 1961, when operations were temporarily halted for a 

holiday recess, hole BC-6 had been cored to 1775.8 feet and hole EC-7 to 1149.9 

feet. Because of a prior comnitment, the rig on hole BC-6'was released at this 

time to go on a job in Northern Seskatchewn. 

Winter drilling resumed January 8 on BC-7, and operations continued 

with only the one Longyear 44 rig until April 23, 1962. Hole BC-7 was abandoned 

at X49.9 feet after a cement job flash-set with rods in the hole. A second attempt 

was made and the hole was bottomed at 1525.2 feet following a second loss of rods 

due to another erratic cement job. The rig was moved to X-5, and this hole was 

cored from 940 to 1601.1 feet. Hole BC-5 was wedged and redrilled from 1124 to 

1409.3 feet, in an attempt to '&prove core recovery in coal beds. 

All rigs were equippd with Eastman Star Recorders. Information recorded~ 

was used to plot penetration rate graphs, which were in turn used for correlation 

purposes and to evaluate driiling performances. 

Directional surveys and ganmm ray-neutronlogs were run follming 

completion of holes where possible. Gamma ray-neutron surveys vere found valuable 

:n delineation of coal from other sed%nents. Coal beds can be accurately- detected 

and relative ash content inferred, thus reducing the necessity for redrilling in 

intervals of low or zero coal recwery. 

Core Recovery 

A total of 1,016.7 feet of coal and bone were cored, and 612.0 feet, 

or 6~ percent, were recovered in 1961 and 1962 drilling programs- Sampling 

techniques and coring equipment which obtained satisfactory results in other coal 
\ 

fields were utilized in attempting to move core recovery. The lcw core recovery 

is attributed to crushed and poorly ccnsolideted nature of the coal and comlicated 

by emission of natural gas and water under pressure. Drive sampling was also 

attemted, bxt shale partings in the coal beds prevented the effective use of 

drive sampling equipsent. 
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The primary reas*ns for low recovery of coal at Cropco are: 

1. Soft, intensely shattered nature of coal. 

2. Release of water and natural gas under pressure from coal beds. 

3. Numerous shale end bone partings within coal beds. 

Due to its soft and shattered nature, the coal is poorly consolidated 

and does not form competent core. The release of water and gas under pressure 

assists in disintesation of the core. Drilling mud was helpful in giving body 

to this soft material, but did not overcome all of the problems involved. Con- 

ventional friction type core lifter springs were not able to hold soft coal in 

core barrel inner tube, and suction created as barrels were pulled from hole 

sucked coal core frombarrel. Dry blocking was tried to correct this difficulty 

with some success, butthisprocedure decreased chances for good recovery on a 

folloKing run. Hard cake created by dry blocking had a tendency to abrade soft 

coal to be cored beneath the cake. Coring heads became clogged and tools had to 

be pulled with'every run to clean bit. Conventional tools had been abandoned 

before completion of the first hole, and excessive trip time at depth defeated 

the advantage of wire line drilling. 

Many thin shale and bone partings were included in ccal beds. These 

partings would break loose and ride on top of coal being cut, grinding it away. 

Soft, sloughing coal also permitted previously cored partings to cave into the 

hole and grind core. 

To decrease pinding of core by caving material, runs were temporarily 

limited to a three-foot maximum. Results showed no improvement, since arbitrary 

limitations of runs caused similar core losses. If a run was bottomed in scft 

coal, core was lost from the core lifter spring and washed away in subsequent runs. 

Percent core recovery varied little for coal cored in holes BC-1, RC-2 and E-3, 

as shown in the following table: 
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I O-3' Runs 3-5' Runs over 5' Runs Totals 
Coal Coal coal Coal coal Coal Coal Coal 

DDH crt Ret - . 2 cut Rec. -- Liz-- cut Ret 2. ClfC Rec.& 

Bo-1 8.5 2.9 34 5.6 l-7 30 106.2 63.8 60 120.3 68.4 57 

BC-2 46.8 34.0 73 91.4 59.0 65 211.3 128.2 61 349.5 221.2 63 

EC-3 10.4 4.9 47 50.9 28.6 56 49.3 26.5 55 110.6 60.4 55 

Following the' above core recwery study, restrictiqns on length of run 

were lifted and rims were bottomed by field observation. It seemed logical ins 

light of previous coal coring experience to bottom runs in hard partings so each 

i run would have a solid top and bottom. This practice proved difficult to follov 

at Cropco since the soft nature of the coal made it impossible to determine if 

coal was being cored or @sound. Longer rlins frisked grinding more core. 

Drive sampling methods were attempted in redrilling of No. 10 see?n 

in hole EC-5 in an effort to improve recovery. A 3 inch 0. D., s-foot solid 

barrel sazqler, equipped with a tungsten carbide tapered drive shoe, unrestricted 

trap, and fluid ball check valve was used. Repeated atteznpts at securing a saple 

were made. Bone and shale partings in the coal bed prevented driving the tube, 

and seznpling was completed by coring methods. 

Coal cure recoveries for total Cropco drilling are tabulated below: 

Total 
Total Coal Percent 

Contractor Hole Size Core Sizes Coal Recwered Core 
DDH On Hole (Inches) Cut Ft. Feet (Inches) Recovery 

BC-1 $y&es Bros.Ltd. 3 T/8 2 7/8 35.1 8.6 25 

EC-l- Leon Whatley 3 3/4 & 3 7/3 2" minus 85.2 59.8 
BC-2 Core Drilling 3 7/8 & 4 718 2 l/8 349.5 221.2 i; 
x-3 Core Drilling 2 l/S & 1 7/8+ 110.6 60.4 
BC-5 Can Longreer Ltd~z.$! - .,* 1 g/16 113.0 52.5 2 
BC-5 
Redrill It I, II II 44.7 23.1 52 
BC-6. H u 
SC-7 1st " L : ;/8 

1 22/32 188.3 113.0 
1 9116 79-l Q-1 2: 

BC-7 2nd ' It fl 46.3 14.9 a 

Total 1051.3 620.6 59 
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Data vere furnished to Field Exploration by Crow's Nest Pass Coal 

Company, Ltd. on diamond drilling performed by them on this property. They cored 

a total of 3644 feet in 19 diamond drill holes. A total of 774 feet of coal was 

cut and 61 feet recovered, -for an overall recovery of 7.9 percent. 

In summ.ry, relatively lar core recovery was experienced because coal 

was either ground during coring, or cored and lost from the barrel as the tube 

was retrieved from the hole. No positive method of insuring coal core recovery 

was found. As far as can be determined, however, the 59 percent average recovery 

obtained gave analytical results consistent with those from correlatable beds 

at outcrop locations. 

Performance 

Comparison of drilling contractors by their performance is shown in 

Table V3. Variations in each contractor's performance were primarily caused by 

circumstances unique to the hole being drilled. 

costs 

Ground conditions presented complex and costly drilling problems, pri- 

marily due to intensely broken ground and gas-driven water contained in coal beds, 

sandstones, and secondary structures. Three core drilling contractors drilled a 

total of 7,426 feet in six holes, in 1961-2. The total cost of this drilling was 

$25l,551-44, or $33.87 per foot, as shown in TablemI. 



Tfi.ELE 'II 

mFoRMANm 
Diamond Core Drilling 

BC-1 
an matlev 
BC-2 
Core Drilling. I&. 

Can. Longyeer Ltd. 

Totnls 

I 

572.5 

1201.5 

687.9 

2.0 

661.1 
b 
~gh~\ 

_- 

$ 
4- , 

7426 

I--- 
-.- 

Hours Worked &Per Cent of Total 
I---r- I --l--r 

?J 
IL?"? M !z 

Footage 

Contractor Drilled Percent of Total 

1,. Whatley 572.5 :' 8 

Core Drilling 2891.4 39 

Lonwear 3962.1 53 

Total 7426.0 lCO.o ---- .~ 

Hours Worked Feet Drilled 

Total. Percent of Total Per Hour - Overall 

1510 16 0.38 

32923 36 0.80 

4370 48 0.91 

91723 100.0 0.81 



.- 

N-5 
-- 

w-5 
-- 

e-c-6 

‘525.2 i&229,6 

---I- 7426.0 ’43sD29.8 

-_ 
,O 

6 7.29 

TABLE VII 

_, 
1961-62 CORE WILLING COSTS* 

-- r- - . . . . . ~-..-. -- 

D I AMOND SPEC.EQUIC. 5rCc.E~1r 
D I *“mm co*1 Surr~lrs k Swr.Suea, 
COST3 PLll FT. SUaJlPrFHCr Cosr/F~ , 

----I 
-~--_- -. ._ .I- 

I 
Pm Fl 

43.80 

17.92 

xxi- 

-Em 

53.m 

21.3: 

54.q4 

33.81 

I I I 

conr DRlLLlUO 71,104.61 20891.4 ’ G---l 

CONTRACT 

TYWi coNT**cToI 

COMtll NCD LCOW 
FOOTAQC c w~rnrr 
FOOTAOC + 
tbwrr 
FOOTACL CORC DRILLI 

IW. 
Foor~ac + 

IiOURLY 00. 
CLCAHI.0 DO. 
MLC NOURLY 
cow PLUS CiiAO I AN 

LONWCAR 

DO. DO. 

DO. Do. 
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COALBEIE 

Coal beds vary from those that sre continuous along the outcrop for 

10 miles or more to small lenses that have only a local extent. TIE occurrence 

of coal or carbonaceous material on top of the Basal Kootenay sandstone appears 

to be present throughout the Crwsnest coal basin, since this relationship was 

observed on all well-exposed outcrops. This basal bed is the most persistent 

bed observed in the coal measures. It appears that the lateral extent of individ- 

ual coal beds decreases upward from the Basal Kootenay sandstone. This is 

particularly true of beds M-10 and M-9 along the outcrop on Morrissey Ridge, 

where both of these beds thin, in places, to less than five feet. The upper 

beds on Flathead Ridge are also lenticular, and although more work is required 

to evaluate their potential, data obtained to date are not favorable (see Map 6L-166). 

The coal beds are thickest in the lower part of the Kootenay formation, 

where thicknesses are in excess of 50 feet. Although coal from beds near the 

top of the section sre relatively thin, they contain the best coking coal. 

The correlation charts, 6L-161, 162, and 166, illustrate the lenticular 

nature of the coal beds, and the sandstone end shale units. This relationship/ 

indicates extremely variable conditions during the deposition of the sediments 

overlying the Basal Kootenay sandstone. Because the coal beds and shales weather 

easily and are difficult to map in the field, correlation is based largely on 

ssndstones. The lenticular nature of the sandstones, however, limits their 

usefulness as marker beds. ' The Basal Kootenay sandstone is an excellent marker 

horizon. 

Because of their lenticular nature and the diffiCulty of correlating 

even within limited sreas, the coaw are numbered for specific areas or;ljr. 

The prefix of the b&d number refeq to the szes of locatlon, such as M for 

Morrissey Ridge, -FE for Fernie Ridge, etc. In numbering the beds, en attempt 

has been made to be consistent with numbers used by Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company 
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in mine workings of the upper beds at the inactive Elk River Colliery in Coal 

Creek (between Fernie and Morrissey Ridges). 

Correlation charts of Fernie and Flathead Ridges have been tied to 

extreme ends of~the correlation chart of Morrissey Ridge for convenience in 

reviewing each area. No attempt, however, should be made to try to correlate 

any one coal bed from the north end of Fernie Ridge to the south end of Flat- 

head Ridge. There are .large distance gaps in both Coal Creek .andMorrissey 

Creek areas. 

There are two type5 of ash within the coal beds; that which is part 

of the coal itself and often referred to as inherent ash, and that which is 

in the form of partings. Normally the latter~ is easily distinguished from 

inherent ash, but in the lower coal beds where deformation has ground, rolled 

and intermixed the rock-partings with the coal, there is little distinction between 

the two. Geologists were not always able to distinguish clean coal from dirty 

coal, dirty coal from bone, snd bone from carbonaceous shale. Descriptions of sample 

units were often changed from coal to bone after analyses were received. The 

ash content, as well as tie thickness of each coal bed, is graphically illustrated 

along strike on Charts 6c-540 and 541, and show the highly variable nature of the 

ash content. ,- 

lhe ash content of raw coal from edit semples collected in 1960 and 

1961 ranged from44.0 to 7.7 percent on Morrissey Ridge and from 40.7 to 9.4 

percent on Fernie Ridge. Weighted averages of ash content for adit samples are 

22.8 percent for Morrissey Ridge (19 samples), and 23.7 percent for Fernie Ridge 

(11 samples). Two samples from the Balmtar Mine averaged 16.6 percent ash. 

Ash residues from proximate analyses of trench samples on Fernie and 

Morrissey Ridges and from core ssmgles in hole BC-2 were obtained and plotted 

on the drill log and correlation charts to determine if color of the ash could 

be used in correlation of the ccalbeds. It was found that there is no distinctive 
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color for any of the coal beds, and so this procedure is of no assistance. 

All coal beds have relatively low sulfur contents. Most of the samples 

contained from 0.30 to 0.60 percent sulfur, and it is rare for the sulfur to 

exceed 1.00 percent. 

The physical condition of the coal in each bed on Fernie end Morrissey 

Ridges is described in Tables-and mm Although the physical condition is 

highly variable, the coal generally is more friable in the lover beds which have 

been subjected to the most severe deformation. Near the top of the coal measures 

the coal tends to be less disturbed, is harder and brighter, and exhibits a more 

I distinct cleating pattern. The color photograph of bed M-9, Figure 15, where it 

was exposed at the drill site of hole BC-2, shows a physical appearance that is 

typical of some of the upper coal beds. 

The coal beds are Qaphically~illustrated, in detail at I"= lo', in 

the measured sections (see Maps 6M-422 through 452). 
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\ COAL QUALITY .i 

L 
\G ;., 
\ . ." 

Rank k' 
J '.! 

3 All Cropco coals are considered medium- and low-volatile 

-3 
bituminous in rank. Petrographic anaiyses of s8mples taken in 1960 and 

$>, ~ 

:\_ \I i 

. .\ processed by the Applied Research I&oratory, Honroeville, confirmed this 
:.\; I 

; -1 ! 
. t ranking: By the A.S.T.M. classification, some analyses of outcrop sszqles 

..b : 

for the upper CO81 beds exceed the Hmit of volatile matter for medium- 
'- ~ 

I 
- 1 

volatile coal, but this is attributed to surface oxidation. ',I :' 
. .., 

"- >- B '~ 

.; ..,$ 

At any one location, there is 8 range in volatile matter content 

of approximately 10 percentage points from the basal bed to the upper bed. -~..,' 

L. 
, .; 

;< Hem the middle of Morrissey Ridge, 
~3 

this range in volatile matter content . . 

.,?I 1 
is from about 10 to 28 percent, vhereas on Fernie Ridge the rerge is from 

.;- ,%:y about 20 to .30 percent, for vashed 88mples from adits. ..' 

\., \p - 
r \ - ‘;~\ 

There is a gem-ease In volatile natter in coal beds drilled down 

\ 
.j J‘dip from the outcrops of tirrissey Ridge. On the outcrop in sdit 3 the ‘. 

-. .;,,j 6 $ volatile matter content of bed M-9 is 25 percent; in hole BC-1 the V.M. 
, I~ ‘Pj 

. 
:> . . 

for the same bed is 23 percent, and in holes EC-5 8nd EC-6, both farther 1 .- -*J 
F' d own dip, the V.M. has dropped to 17 percent. In the CC81 company 

i ,j,- , .'~ diamond ~drill bore-hole 5, 
~$Y- v- 

drilled on the south side of Coal Creek, the 

.< 
;v{ ;; V.M. of bed H-9 is also 17 percent. 'Ibis change In V.M. is not due to . '\.,* . 

y"; 'j &18ble ash content. 
_ p !; ‘"t 

‘Tne ash content of the samples noted above varies '\ : . 
~..---\ _~'_ - 

-4 
‘Y from 8 to 18 percent, 8nd:'&e analysis f ram hole EC-5 has 16 percent V.X. 

L- ~~~ 
‘;,; 

\ 
ci with 8 percent ash. 

_, ‘,-~ ", 

The down-dip chsnge in rank from 8 medium-volatile to 8 low- 'T \. 

voLetile coal also changes the coking cheracteristics of the coal. Ihe . 

FSI of s8srples for bed X-9 on the outcrop and in hole 2X-l varies from 8 to : ~ 

9. In hole ~-6 the FSI of bed K-9 drops to 4 snd is only i in hoie NJ-j. .- .. ; 

The low V.M. and FY.1 of bed M-,0 in hole EC-5 m8y be dz to poor core recovery, 
'% 

but there Is enough evidence to support do-m-dip chenges in r8nk 8nd yuallty. i? 
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oxidation 

Results of tests by the Applied Research Laboratcry indicated that 

the samples taken in 1960 from the basal coal beds on Morrissey Ridge were 

oxidized. It was suggested that the samples may have been taken from the zone 

of surface oxidation or that they were partially oxidized during transport and 

storege. Investigation was undertaken during 1961 to determine if the former 

was true. 

Channel samples were taken from the side of the adits in three coal 

beds (M-2, M-3, and M-4) at intervals of 10 feet from the surface, and a fresh 

sample wastaken from the face of each adit. Both petrographic and chemical '\ 

ana.Lys~s showed a decrease in oxygen conten t from the surface to the end of the 

adlts. The oxygen and volatile matter content of these samples were plotted 

against the distance from the surface, as shovn on Chart 6~408. Both the volatile 

matter and oxygen content leveled off, which indicates that the ends of the adits 

are beyond the effects of surface oxidation. The tiregularities sre attributed 

to analytical deviations. The distance an edit should be driven before taking 

a bulk sample was determined as outlined above, that is, when the volatile matter 

content leveled off and the FSI was the sane for two or three sample intervals, 

the bulk samples Yere taken. 

If hole BC-2 had not been drilled, the question of whether or not 

the adits were driven beyond the surface oxidation zone might have remained 

unanswered, but analyses of the larer beds in hole BC-2, at hole depths fin 

excess'of EGO feet,are comparable to analyses obtained from the bulk samples 

taken frcmthe edits. The oxygen ccntent of the bulk semp1e.i is generally lower 

than the oxygen content of the drill hole ssmples for the same bed. The FSI 

(free-swelling index) is in the same order for both types of samples, with 2 

as e high except for three semples from the drill bole. Some samples from both 

adits and the drill hole were non-agglomerating. From the data obtained frcm 
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:u 1 
r. .T'. 
.-.\ 

hole BC-2, it is assumed that the bulk samples did extend beyond the zone of surface : 

I oxidation and ere representative of unweathered coal. 4 
y. : 

r-7 
/-+&z-c&- p-d i&J A.* ." .' 

It follow; then, that the reas n coals from the lower beds do not Y ; ~ 
: ,, : 

!I \ : 
-..t. 

produce strong cokes is because they are oxidized beyond, and for reasons other;‘. ' .( : 
; .j .,, 

then,normal surface oxidetion. It is known that oxidation has extended to the ~' ? .' 
/, . 

point where the basal bed was cut in hole BC-2, at a depth of 1600 feet, and itj 
.1' 

probably extends deeper.to points beyond economic cover limitations. J& i\?$ 
\ -\.:,!! 

The ntier of beds affected by deep oxidation varies from zrea to .‘~?a 
c.Z'. ..-; 

area. Along Morrlssey Ridge, available data indicate there is a marked change -. .s ; 

In the degree of coksbility between beds M-4 uld M-5. Coal from bed M-h and .y > ( 

beds lower in the section 2pe either weakly coking or non-coking; whereas coal \ 
: I 

from bed M-5 and beds higher in the section are moderately- to strongly-coking. 

On Fernie Ridge, the change is higher in the section. Coal bed FE-~ did not 
: ? (1.C ; && :*. -< ' ..p&,;- '. '. , , .:'Lc 

) 
_... ---- .~~ ~_ 

pmduce coke.: Bed FE-9 was not sampled during 1961 because of inclement weather -^__~ 

late in the field season. Coal from the lower bench of bed FE-B, which was 

faulted and oxidized, did not produce coke, but the sam@e from the middle bench 
,?,~'j '. ,I. .' 

At the north end of Sperwood Ridge, none of the coal beds &&ear to be-";~:~: 
,'~ -' 

coked. c_ -_ 

oxidized. Semples from the Ralmer mine, -which. is in the basal coal bed of the --- 

Kootenay formation, produced strong coke. 

It has been observed in the field that the larer coal beds are more 

highly deformed then the upper beds. Folds in the basal Kootenay sandstone 

with several hundred feet of amplitude have not affected the upper part of the 

Kootenay fcunmtion. In sreas of deformation, the coal hes been crushed and 

intermixed with rock partings to become friable. There is a marked contrast 

bet-geen the hardness end physlcal condition of the coal in the Balmer Mine at the 

north end of Sperwood Ridge and coals in the basal beds on Morrissey Ridge. The 
'-. ;~; .,I LLL 

._.~~ r 

f -,., !t. :- 
reason for the variability of oxidation eppesrs to be associated with the degree 

Of deformation to which the coal has been subjected. 
//,k . ..~..A - .- -4 .,. ‘.-,L&. _.~I_ 6: * . { --/.,._I .,-“I ~‘L I 



All the coal beds on the west side of the coal basin crop out high 

above the water table and, as discussed under Hydrology, serve as aquifers. 

The oxidation of coal beds, as it affects co:::ng chsrasteristics, is not 

dewndent on the level of the ground water table in the coal beds. The lover 

coal beds in hole BC-2 could be below the water table. Bed M-l in hole BC-2 

is about 500 feet in elevation above the outcrop of the coal bed i," Morrissey 
. 

Creek, and the horizontal distance between the two points is 20,000 feet, or a 

gradient of 2.5 percent.. This hole was drilled with mud, so the level of the 

water table was not determined, but the mud was thinned when coal beds were 

encountered. The fact also remains that the upper coal beds, which are higher 

on the structure and which should have natural water drainage, are not oxidized 

to the extent of affecting cokability in adits on the surface. 

There appears to be a strong correlation between the deg-ee of deform- 
1.f fl. 

ation and the degree of oxidation‘at Cropco. --~ It is possible that the particle 

size of the coal is an indicetor of the vwiation In oxidation, that is, oxid- 

ation is greatest where the particle size is smallest, e?d vice-verse.. 

Analytical Data 

Ail the semples taken during 1960 were processed under the direction 

of the Corporation's Applied Research and Robena laboratories. Washability 

tests on nine &-'ton bulk smples were rm by Commercial Testing and Engineerirg 

Company and Robena Laboratory. Carbonization data on these saqles ad analyses 

of drill core were furnished by Applied Research Laboratory. 

During 1961, all sample processing was under the direction of Raw ,_~_ ~~~~~~~~ ~~ ,~ -.,._ 
Materials Research Laboratory' at Genevai Utah. .%&es were shipped directly to 

Colorado School of Mines Research Fourdation, Golden, Colorado, where waskabillty 

tests azd chemical mslyses were wrfomd mder contract. Washed ssm$es we-e 

then shipped to Geneva for carbonization tests. The prograrzin~ cf tests was 

designed to provide all sample data bx May 1, 1962, for inclusion in this repsrt. 
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Trench Samples 

A total of 502 channel samples were taken from trenches on 25 ridges 

along the west side of the coal basin. Proximate analyses were run on these 

samples, end these are posted on measured sections, correlation charts, and 

tables of coal beds. These samples were taken primarily to provide close control 

on ash content, irhich-is shown graphically for each coal bed, by ridge, on Chsrts 

6c-540 and 541. These ssmples being weathered, did not provide information on 

coking quality. 

Drill Hole Sqles * 

Samples breaks of coal in drill holes are shown on the drill hole logs. 

Proximate and ultimate analyses, which are also posted on the drill hole logs, 

were run on all samples. 

Cuttings samples were collected in non-core drilling when there was 

any evidence that coal was being drilled. Many of the cuttings samples, therefore, 

contained more rock than coal, as indicated by analyses on the drill hole logs. 

To determine how much of each was in the samples, a heavy-media separation was 

made on all the cuttings samples at a gravity of 1.50. The percent float and ' 

the proximate analyses of the float are shown in Table X. 

Adit Ssmples 

All nine of the k-ton bulk semples taken in 19960 were washed on six 

gravity breaks (from 1.30 to l-75), and carbonization tests were run on the 

samples that were not oxidized. 

In order to limit costs and speed up the processing of the ssm?les, 

lCO-pound face channel smples were taken from adits in 1961 for the purpose 

of running microvashing tests on four gravity breaks,frum 1.35 to 1.65. After 

reviewing the results of a rqresentative number of the microxashing tests, it was 

determined that bulk smples, whose charnel samples would give a yield greeter - 

than 7s percent and an ash content less than 10 percent at specific gravity l-55: --~-- 



Sample Float 
No. $ Weight 

BC3-1 
x3-2 

8.17 
5.28 
5.10 
5.51 

:-:; 
I:82 
1.28 

z: 
33108 
19.15 
9.68 

92.29 
36.32 
34.28 
23.32 
17.35 
IL.88 
17.20 
22.93 
22.07 
14.29 
23.32 
36.89 
36.54 
55-96 

g::: 
21.51 

BCj-5 
X3-6 
BC3-7 

c. Bc3-8 
BC3-9 

10 
11 
I.2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

22.72 
.23.88 
23.90 
28.82 
26.12 
23.68 
25.16 
24.01 
26.33 
24.10 
23.48 
22.73 
24.09 
24.01 
26.16 
23.74 
22.37 
23.33 
23-32 
22.49 
23.35 
23.11 
22.75 

3t 
23174 
23.13 
23.30 
23.04 
22.89 

64.85 
64.74 
61.86 
63.53 
66.04 
61.82 

g-44: 
62:43 
61.81 
63.52 

2 -2: 
65:36 
63.30 
64.60 
66.25 
65.62 
65.50 
65.32 
6.95 
66.29 
64.86 
66.03 
64.76 

z 
67108 
67.56 
68.23 

l2.43 
11.38 
14.24 

;-2 
14:49 

9.41 
10.56 
11.24 
14.10 
z-99 
11.95 
13-26 
lo.64 
10.54 
11.66 
11.38 
11.04 
11.18 
12.18 
10.70 
10.59 
Q-39 
11.05 
12.79 

9.30 
10.24 
9.62 

:::; 

0.73 
o-59 
0.55 
0.63 
0.5a 
0.56 
0.54 
0.52 
o-53 
0.51 
0.50 
0.52 
0.53 
0.51 
0.59 
0.53 
0.53 
0.55 
0.62 
0.62 
0.54 

BC4-1 53.07 24.78 64.56 10.66 0.68 

BC5-1 
2 

V.M. F.C. Ash s 

82.57 20.45 
26.09 20.50 
6.31 21.42 

E1.81 21.41 
68.58 20.89 
13.60 21.43 

9.50 23.48 
0.80 21.01 
c.34 21.2!: 

53.83 20.79 
39.20 21.63 

60 

Table X .r. > .' 

Drill Hole Cuttings d _- 
Heavy-Media Separation 

1.50 Gravity 
Cropco Project 

67.86 
67.56 
72.46 
71.32 
70.03 
y: 

72.03 
66.20 

;:-2 . 

0.52 
0.65 
0.64 
o-75 
0.74 
0.26 
o-93 
0.83 

11.69 0.74 
11.97 0.75 
6.12 0.78 
7.25 0.61 
5.07 0.72 
7.39 0.85 
7.30 0.96 
6.97 0.87 

12.56 0.93 
a.51 0.47 
7.68 0.54 
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Table X (can't) 

Sample 
NO. $ Weight V.M. F-C. - Ash 

~c5-12 
BC5-13 

14 
15 
16 
17H 
18M 
19 

I: 20" 
21 

40.70 
85.69 
2.: 
6g:13 
41.18 
27.90 
42.45 
34.41 
71.39 

23.85 
22.73 
22.36 
21.12 
21.61 
21.35 
21.08 
21.31 
21.55 
21.05 

i;% 
To:18 

f-2; 
7:46 

71.79 
70.07 i:g 
72.14 6.51 
71.75 7.16 
69.75 8.94 
71.88 6.57 
70.74 8.21 

FSI 
S l"xlOM 101.3 x 0 - 

0.50 8 0.38 7 
0.36 
0.38 

7+ 
& 

7z ; 
0.40 8 9 
0.47 5 
0.43 i3 
0.42 y G 
0.45 a2 
0.39 7+ 9 

*Estimated. 
++x Sample reject &O mesh) 
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should be washed. Based on these criteria, 14 of the 28 bulk samples qualified 

for bulk washing. Soze samples that were border line were also washed, but in 

each case the washed product had an ash content in excess of 10 percent. One 

set of samples (ndit 21, channel sample 1, and bulk sample 19-j) shmed a ra-~ 

coal ash content less than that of the washed coal, but this is attributed to 

a discrepancy in sampling. 

Washability curves were prepared to evaluate each sample and these 

are included in the map pocket. Microwashing, bulk washing, and analytical data 

a-e shown in Tables~XIandXII. 

On Morrissey Ridge, there are only two beds that consistently washed 

clean. Bed M-9 gave yields of 85 to 93 percent with ash contents of 3.8 to 8.2 

percent, and Bed M-5 gave yields of 85 and 86 percent with ash contents of 6.1 

to 8.0 percent. Beds M-l, M-2, and M-3 are generally borderline cases since they 

gave average yield of about 70 percent at about 10 percent ash. Bed M-10 Is 

exceptionally dirty on the outcrop where adit samples were taken, and yields on 

two samples were 45 and 64 percent with ash contents of 8.6 percent and 9.4 

percent, respectively.~ i 
.* 

On Fernie Ridge, bed F&B washed to 5.8 percent ash at a 77' percent 

yield; bed FE-~ washed to 8.5 percent ash at a 69 percent yield, and bed FE-1 

i. 
(lover bench) washed to 13.5 percen' b ash at a 71 percent yield. Bed D-9 vas --- --_ 

not ssmpled because of' inclement weather. Yields of the other beds sampled 2-e 
-_---- -'~ 

below 70 percent, as indicated in the tables. p:'& 

Carbonization Tests 

Results of cejbordzation tests presented in TablesXIsndXiishow that 

the coals samFled very fYm non-coking to st~cngly coking. Sszsles which pro- 

duced strong coke were taken from coal beds in the upper pert of the K@otenay 

formtion, Mhereas coals that were non-coking to weakly-cokicg were t&en from 

coaLbeds in the lovrer part of the formation. As indicated earlier, the major 



factor affecting the coke strength is degree of oxidation. 

Coal that produced the strongest coke was obtained from bed M-9, and 

coke strength was maintained in blends using up to 30 percent Corbin, Lundale, 

end Wellington coals. Coals from bed M-10 also produced strong coke, but the 

yield on the washed product (one bulk sample) iras only 45 percent. Coal from 

beds M-5 and M-6 produced fairly strong cokes. The only sample from Fernie Ridge 

that coked was taken from bed FE-B. Bed FE-9 was not sampled, but is believed 

to be coking. Coals from the Balmer Mine (basal Kootenay) produced fairly 

strong coke. The remaining samples were poorly or non-coking coals. 

There is a marked difference in coking pressures between the carbon- 

ization tests reported by Applied Research Labor&my ar,d Raw Materials Research _~-- 

Laboratory. By using samples from bed M-9 as a c-on reference, the difference 

is about 5 to 1, with the pressures reported by Applied Research being the highest. 

Personnel of the Geneva Research Laboratory were unable to explain this discrepancy, 

stating that the tests were run in the same type of ovens and with calibrated 

Ixcesslve coking pressures were exerted by samples from beds M-10, M-6, 

M-~5 and the Balmer Mine and the use of these coals will require blending with 

non-coking or high-volatile coals to reduce coking pressures to safe operating 

levels for conventional steel-industry by-product coke ovens. Coking pressures 

of the other coals could be controlled by wrying bulk densities. 
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E;sm XESWVES 

Estimated reserves presented herein are of a lover rcagnitude thaz! any 

of several previous estinates because they are limited to coking coals only. 

Quality data were not available for previous estimates, which were not limited to 

coking coals. 

Reserves estimated for Option Aare concentrated In areas along and 

behind Fernie md .Exri~sey Ridges (see &ps 6c-532 and 536). There are other 

areas tithin the property held under Option A vhicb may contaFn potential coking 

coal reserves, but estimates were not made for these areas because of insufficient 

control data. Such areas are more dtificult of access, are more highly disturbed 

and will require drilling and other detailed work to obtain necessary Lnfo?z.atioa 

on structure, cover and coal quality. 

Estirated reserves under Option A between the Provincial Government 

block hn Fernie Ridge and the Dominion Gove rnment block which borders Morrissey 

Creek, total 142 million tons of recoverable raw coking coals, or 113 million 

tons of washed coking coals, under 2,500 feet of cover. 

CalcuLst&w of estimated reserves were based on the follow- 

rules: 

1. Because mining methods vary with the dip of the coal. beds, reserves 

were calculated and tabulated in the following increments: 

Dip Increments 

O-15 degrees 
15-30 1( 
30-60 u 

i 

2. l-&.x- thiclmess (min.kg height) 

gg !i%ickness 

O-30 de-es I2 feet 
30-90 " Full best bench md to too of bed, provided 

rock FartFngs over 2 feet ere not taken. 



3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10, 

11. 

Mrnirmlm thickness (mining height) 

5 feet 

w thickness of rock interval between beds 

Cover Rock Interval 

Less than 2,000 feet 30 feet. 

Greater than 2,OOG feet 50 feet 

&&&mm thickmss of rock parting included 

2 feet 

Maximu?s rock partings included 

10 percent of bed thickness 

lkximun ash contents 

Raw cod - 25 percent 

Washed coal - 10 percent 

Mjnimm yield for vashed.coal 

70 percent 

Depth of coyer increments 

O-1,500 feet 

1,500-2,mo feet 

2,000-2,500 feet 

Free swelling index ' 

Mf.nbm.Of (1) button 

Conversion factors used in reserve estimation 

Coal in place - 1,800 tons per acre-foot 

Recoverable raw coal - $400 tom per acre-foot 

Xashed coal - as detewed by test vork 

Cross sections prep&red served as o baais for controu stra3xre COn~ouTs- 

The same datum, the baee OL p the Basal Elk conglomerate, was used for determining 

limits of cover on beda M-10 and M-9 on Morrissey Ridge, acd beds FE-B End FE-9 
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on Femle Ridge. As bed M-5 is abut 600 feet belov the Elk formation, mparate 

contourB wei-e prepared for determFnFng the limits of this bed. Depth of cover 

contours were also determined for each of these beds, as shown on Naps 6C-532 

a?Jd 536. 

Estimated reserves are combined into one classification, measured and 

indicated. Tne following definition of indicated reserves by the lJ.S.G.S. applies: 

"Indicated resemes of coal are reserves for uhich tonnage is coquted 
partly from specific measurements and partly from projection of visible 
data for a reasonable distance orgeologic evldecce. In general, the 
points of observation are approximately one mile apart, but they my be 
as much as one and a half miles apart for beds of known geologic con- 
timmy." 

Reserves were estimated only for coal beds which are horn to contain 

good coking coal; namely, beds FE-B, FE-g, M-10, M-9, and M-5. Other beds 

that coked were either too dirty to qualify under the above set of ties, or 

vere of mizor areal extent. Bed FE-9 vas not sampled because of inclement weather 

late in the field wza~on, but it is asmmed to contain coking coal became of ite 

stratigraphic position and knovn coking quality at the south end of Femie Ridge. 

The weshed coal yield is low on bad M-10, where It was s-led on the outcrop, 

and most of the data used for computing reserves were obtained from drill holes 

and old mine ~orki~@. 

5& reserves are tabulated Fn T’able&‘by property, bed number, 

area, vertical cover, and dip of beds. The outline of the erea used to compute 

the reserves of each bed is shorn on Kap6 6c-533 through 536. 

TableXIV gives a percentage distribution of i-eserves by dip increments, 

for O-1500 feet and O-2500 feet of cover. Nearly half of reserves under O-1500 feet 01 

Cm= havedips fn 30 to 66 degree range; vhereae, for o-2500 feet of cover nearly 

half of reserves are in the O-15 degree range. 
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TABlxxIv 

PEWXNTAGE DISTRIBWION OFRESERVES BYDIPINWWEN!E 

Percentage of Total Recoverable Raw Coal Reserves 

Dip of Beds 

0 - 15 

1 15. - 30 

Remarks O-1500 Ft. of Cover o-2500 Ft. of Cover 

Best for conventional 
equipment, Low-cost 
mining. 

Difficult mining. 
Need specialized 
equipment. 

Gravity used to 
advantage in breaking 
and moving coal. 

Total Net:Tons Raw Recoverable I 

18 

31 

51 

100 

49 million 142 million 

49 

30 

21 

100 
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MlNING CONSIDERA!PIOIJS 

.Structure 

It is generally understood and agreed by mining personnel that coal beds 

dipping less than 15 degrees can be mined effectively by modern heavy-duty mining 

equipment, particularly continuous miners and shuttle cars, but this equipment 

does not operate effectively in beds dipping greater than 15 degrees. Gravity 

is usually used to move coal in beds that dip more than 30 degrees. Coal beds 

dipping bet;reen 15 and 30 degrees fall into a problem area where the pitch is 

too steep to maneuver heavy equi-rrment and too flat for the coal to run by gravity. 

As indicated in the geologic cross sections and the tabulated reserves, a con- 

siderable portion (approximately 30s) of the coking coal reserves is contained 

in beds that dip between 15 and 30 degrees. It is difficult to arrive at reliable [ 

mining costs for these dips because of lack of historical data, but it is ass,=d ) 

that mining costs will be higher than for either flatter or steeper dips. 
. 

Displacement of coal beds by faulting always complicates mining operations i 

and thereby increases costs. No attempt was made to map all the faults in the 

potential mining areas, which would require large-scale detailed mapping, but it 

is likely that faults do exist because they have been encountered in the mines 

at Michel and Coal Creek. 

The tight folding which occurs along the outcrop near the basal part 

of the Kootenay formation gives rise to serious mining problems, and the areas 

so deformed would present difficult underground mining conditions. Since these 

folds tend to die out near the upper part of the Kootenay formation, it is 

possible t&.-t other folds may occur down dip from the cmt~rop without being 

expressed on the surface. 

Cover 

The bulx of potential reserves of high quality coking coal under 

&tion A occurs in areas where the cover a?Troaches 2,000 feet. Although old 
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mine workings at Coal Creek extend under cover that is in excess of 2,000 feet 

difficulty was experienced with severe bumps and bursts. Mining personnel of 

Crow's Rest Pass Coal Company have verbally indicated that bumps and bursts, 

can become serious when cover exceeds 1,500 feet. 

Roof and Floor Conditions 

In most Cropco coai beds, the transition of coal to rock is not a 

sharp break, but is rather a gradational change from coal to bone, bone to carbon- 

aceous shale, and carbonaceous shale to shale. Often, bone and carbonaceous 

shale are interbedded with thin coal partings. There are exceptions, however, 

where coal is overlain by firm shale, sandstone, or conglomerate. 

The relative condition of the roof and floor of each coal bed at each 

measured section location is indicated in TablesnIIand 'IX,- where the conditicn 

is classified as good, fair, and poor. A roof and floor is classified as good 

when there is a sharp break from the coal bed to a carbonaceous-free rock, as 

poor when the carbonaceous zone between the coal bed and the firm rock is more 

than five feet thick, and as fair when conditions are between these extremes. 

Most of the roof and floor classifications are poor. 

Information obtained from drilling operations indicates that the highly 

carbonaceous rocks will be difficult to control in mining operations. There 

was no caving of clean rock types in any of the drill holes, but several of the 

holes were stopped because of caving carbonaceous rocks. The ash content of the 

material that caved was as high as 60 percent. 

Roof and floor conditions in general improve from the lower coal 

beds to the upper coal beds. Tnere are two reasons for this: 1) t'nere has been 

more deformation in the lower part of the coal measures, which has broken thg .; . 

rocks near the coal beds, e_?d 2) tiie transition zone of coal to rock is thicker 

in the lower beds. 

In some ereas where thick coal beds occur, such as at Somerset, 
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"top coal" is left as a roof. Because of the friable nature of the coal, it 

is doubtful that this practice could be applied to the thick coal beds at 

c! ropco. 

Water and Gas 

Crowsnest coal basin is also a ground water basin. Mining operations 

which extend below natural surface water drainage will require water pumping 

facilities. 

In past mining operations at both Michel and Coal Creek, gas has not 

presented any problems that could not be solved. Newmarch, however states that 

in 1909 "violent outbursts of gas" forced the abandonment of mines along Morrissey 1 

Creek. 

Holes drilled well back from the edge of the basin encountered water 

with a gas drive. These holes include hole BC-6, behind the old mine workings 

in Morrissey Creek, and holes BC-3, BC-5, and BC-7 in the Coal Creek drainage. 

The gas so encountered is probably associated with the coal beds, and probably does 

not occur in amounts excessive for tining. 
. 

Low-Cost Mining 

There ere large reserves of coal mostly non-coking and high ash, in 

the many beds which outcrop along Morrissey and Fernie Ridges. It has been 

suggested that all types of low-cos t mining be investigated to determine if these 

coals can be exploited as economical sources of carbon. Auger and hydraulic 

mining are currently being investigated,. and it is tentatively planned to have 

experts in these fields visit the project in June 1962 for the purpose of a~- 

D-raising the applicability of such methods; however, dips are adverse- for augering. 

A_oparently, the hardness of coal is a factor in both auger and hydraulic 

mining, but this should not be a problem with most Cropco coals, particularly the 

lower beds. Some of the coals are so friable that they may be difficult to control 

by either of these mining methods. Where beds have not been crushed, rock partings 

will be a factor to consider. 
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